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Psyche and Matter

2001-05-01

a leading expert on the teachings of c g jung explores the connection between mind and matter drawing on classic

jungian themes like archetypes dreams synchronicity and more twelve essays by the distinguished analyst marie

louise von franz five of them appearing in english for the first time discuss synchronicity number and time and

contemporary areas of rapprochement between the natural sciences and analytical psychology with regard to the

relationship between mind and matter this last question is among the most crucial today for fields as varied as

microphysics psychosomatic medicine biology quantum physics and depth psychology

Psyche and Matter

1992

twelve essays by the distinguished analyst marie louise von franz five of them appearing in english for the first time

discuss synchronicity number and time and contemporary areas of rapprochement between the natural sciences and

analytical psychology with regard to the relationship between mind and matter this last question is among the most

crucial today for fields as varied as microphysics psychosomatic medicine biology quantum physics and depth

psychology

Archetypal Dimensions of the Psyche

1999-02-16

the chief disciple of c g jung analyst marie louise von franz uses her vast knowledge of the world of myths fairy tales

visions and dreams to examine expressions of the universal symbol of the anthropos or cosmic man a universal

archetype that embodies humanity s personal as well as collective identity she shows that the meaning of life the

realization of our fullest human potential which jung called individuation can only be found through a greater

differentiation of consciousness by virtue of archetypes and that ultimately our future depends on relationships

whether between the sexes or among nations races religions and political factions

Individuation in Fairy Tales

2017-09-12



with a text revised and corrected by the author this definitive edition of individuation in fairy tales is rich with insights

from religion literature and myth dr von franz focuses on the symbolism of the bird motif in six fairy tales of europe

and asia the white parrot spain the bath bagerd persia princess hassan pasha turkestan the bid flower triller iran the

nightingale giser balkans and the bird wehmus austria she explores the themes of psychological and spiritual

transformation in the varied images of birds such as the phoenix the parrot and the griffin special attention is given

to the connection between fairy tales and alchemy and to the guidance that fairy tales give to therapeutic work

The Interpretation of Fairy Tales

2017-10-10

a jungian psychologist explains how careful analyses of fairy tales like beauty and the beast can lead to a better

understanding of human psychology of the various types of mythological literature fairy tales are the simplest and

purest expressions of the collective unconscious and thus offer the clearest understanding of the basic patterns of

the human psyche every people or nation has its own way of experiencing this psychic reality and so a study of the

world s fairy tales yields a wealth of insights into the archetypal experiences of humankind perhaps the foremost

authority on the psychological interpretation of fairy tales is marie louise von franz in this book originally published as

an introduction to the interpretation of fairy tales she describes the steps involved in analyzing and illustrates them

with a variety of european tales from beauty and the beast to the robber bridegroom dr von franz begins with a

history of the study of fairy tales and the various theories of interpretation by way of illustration she presents a

detailed examination of a simple grimm s tale the three feathers followed by a comprehensive discussion of motifs

related to jung s concept of the shadow the anima and the animus this revised edition has been corrected and

updated by the author

Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales

2017-06-13

a renowned psychologist examines fairy tales through a jungian lens revealing what they can teach us about the

darkest sides of human behavior fairy tales seem to be innocent stories yet they contain profound lessons for those

who would dive deep into their waters of meaning in this book marie louise von franz uncovers some of the

important lessons concealed in tales from around the world drawing on the wealth of her knowledge of folklore her

experience as a psychoanalyst and a collaborator with jung and her great personal wisdom among the many topics

discussed in relation to the dark side of life and human psychology both individual and collective are how different



aspects of the shadow all the affects and attitudes that are unconscious to the ego personality are personified in the

giants and monsters ghosts and demons evil kings and wicked witches of fairy tales how problems of the shadow

manifest differently in men and women what fairy tales say about the kinds of behavior and attitudes that invite evil

how jung s technique of active imagination can be used to overcome overwhelming negative emotions how ghost

stories and superstitions reflect the psychology of grieving what fairy tales advise us about whether to struggle

against evil or turn the other cheek dr von franz concludes that every rule of behavior that we can learn from the

unconscious through fairy tales and dreams is usually a paradox sometimes there must be a physical struggle

against evil and sometimes a contest of wits sometimes a display of strength or magic and sometimes a retreat

above all she shows the importance of relying on the central authentic core of our being the innermost self which is

beyond the struggle between the opposites of good and evil

The Golden Ass of Apuleius

2017-09-12

today there is much discussion of the liberation of women writes marie louise von franz but it is sometimes

overlooked that this can only succeed if there is a change in men as well just as women have to overcome the

patriarchal tyrant in their own souls men have to liberate and differentiate their inner femininity only then will a better

relationship of the sexes be possible it is this timely theme that dr von franz explores in her psychological study of a

classic work of the second century the golden ass by apuleius of madaura the novel recounts the adventures of a

young roman who is transformed into an ass and eventually finds spiritual renewal through initiation into the isis

mysteries with its many tales within a tale including the celebrated story of psyche and eros the text as interpreted

by dr von franz is a rich source of insights anecdotes and scholarly amplification

Psychotherapy

1993

in twelve essays eight of which appear here in english for the first time the internationally known analyst marie louise

von franz explores important aspects of psychotherapy from a jungian perspective she draws on her many years of

practical experience in psychotherapy her intimate knowledge of jung s methods and theories and her wide ranging

interests in fields such as mythology alchemy science and religion to illumine these varied topics projection

transference dream interpretation self realization group psychology personality types active imagination the

therapeutic use of hallucinogenic drugs the choice of psychotherapy as a profession the role of religious experience



in psychological healing

The Feminine in Fairy Tales

2017-05-23

a jungian psychologist explores what we can learn about women and men from the feminine archetypes symbols

and themes found in fairy tales in this engaging commentary the distinguished analyst and author marie louise von

franz shows how the feminine reveals itself in fairy tales of german russian scandinavian and eskimo origin including

familiar stories such as sleeping beauty snow white and rose red and rumpelstiltskin some tales she points out offer

insights into the psychology of women while others reflect the problems and characteristics of the anima the inner

femininity of men drawing upon her extensive knowledge of jungian psychology dr von franz discusses the

archetypes and symbolic themes that appear in fairy tales as well as dreams and fantasies draws practical advice

from the tales and demonstrates its application in case studies from her analytical practice

Dreams

1998-02-03

these collected essays by the distinguished psychoanalyst marie louise von franz offer fascinating insights into the

study of dreams not only psychologically but also from historical religious and philosophical points of view in the first

two chapters the author offers general explanations of the nature of dreams and their use in analysis she examines

how dreams can be used in the development of self knowledge and describes how c g jung worked with his own

dreams and the fateful ways in which they were entwined with the course of his life the rest of the book records and

interprets dreams of historical personages socrates descartes themistocles and hannibal and the mothers of saint

augustine saint bernard of clairvaux and saint dominic connections are revealed between the personal and family

histories of the dreamers and individual and collective mores of their times dreams includes writings long out of print

or never before available in english translation

Alchemical Active Imagination

2017-06-13

although alchemy is popularly regarded as the science that sought to transmute base physical matter many of the

medieval alchemists were more interested in developing a discipline that would lead to the psychological and



spiritual transformation of the individual c g jung discovered in his study of alchemical texts a symbolic and imaginal

language that expressed many of his own insights into psychological processes in this book marie louise von franz

examines a text by the sixteenth century alchemist and physician gerhard dorn in order to show the relationship of

alchemy to the concepts and techniques of analytical psychology in particular she shows that the alchemists

practiced a kind of meditation similar to jung s technique of active imagination which enables one to dialogue with

the unconscious archetypal elements in the psyche originally delivered as a series of lectures at the c g jung institute

in zurich the book opens therapeutic insights into the relations among spirit soul and body in the practice of active

imagination

Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales

1995-02-07

a renowned psychologist examines fairy tales through a jungian lens revealing what they can teach us about the

darkest sides of human behavior fairy tales seem to be innocent stories yet they contain profound lessons for those

who would dive deep into their waters of meaning in this book marie louise von franz uncovers some of the

important lessons concealed in tales from around the world drawing on the wealth of her knowledge of folklore her

experience as a psychoanalyst and a collaborator with jung and her great personal wisdom among the many topics

discussed in relation to the dark side of life and human psychology both individual and collective are how different

aspects of the shadow all the affects and attitudes that are unconscious to the ego personality are personified in the

giants and monsters ghosts and demons evil kings and wicked witches of fairy tales how problems of the shadow

manifest differently in men and women what fairy tales say about the kinds of behavior and attitudes that invite evil

how jung s technique of active imagination can be used to overcome overwhelming negative emotions how ghost

stories and superstitions reflect the psychology of grieving what fairy tales advise us about whether to struggle

against evil or turn the other cheek dr von franz concludes that every rule of behavior that we can learn from the

unconscious through fairy tales and dreams is usually a paradox sometimes there must be a physical struggle

against evil and sometimes a contest of wits sometimes a display of strength or magic and sometimes a retreat

above all she shows the importance of relying on the central authentic core of our being the innermost self which is

beyond the struggle between the opposites of good and evil

The Feminine in Fairy Tales

2001-05-01



a jungian psychologist explores what we can learn about women and men from the feminine archetypes symbols

and themes found in fairy tales in this engaging commentary the distinguished analyst and author marie louise von

franz shows how the feminine reveals itself in fairy tales of german russian scandinavian and eskimo origin including

familiar stories such as sleeping beauty snow white and rose red and rumpelstiltskin some tales she points out offer

insights into the psychology of women while others reflect the problems and characteristics of the anima the inner

femininity of men drawing upon her extensive knowledge of jungian psychology dr von franz discusses the

archetypes and symbolic themes that appear in fairy tales as well as dreams and fantasies draws practical advice

from the tales and demonstrates its application in case studies from her analytical practice

Jung and Tarot

1980-06-01

highly innovative work presenting a piercing interpretation of the tarot in terms of jungian psychology through analogy

with the humanities mythology and the graphic arts the significance of the cards is related to personal growth and

individuation the major arcana becomes a map of life and the hero s journey becomes something that each

individual can relate to the symbolism of the cards and therefore to the personal life sallie nichols in her profound

investigation of tarot and her illuminated exegesis of its pattern as an authentic attempt at enlargement of the

possibilities of human perceptions has performed an immense service for analytical psychology her book enriches

and helps us to understand the awesome responsibilities laid upon us by consciousness on top of it all she has done

this not in an arid fashion but as an act of knowing derived from her own experience of tarot and its strangely

translucent lights as a result her book not only lives but quickens life in whomever it touches from the introduction by

laurens van der post

The Fountain of the Love of Wisdom

2006

marie louise von franz 1915 1998 is remembered as one of the most beloved and perhaps most important of carl

jung s students her more than twenty books have inspired more than two generations of readers many of whom

found their way into jungian psychology through her compassionate and profound insights she lived in kusnacht

switzerland and was a scholar of medieval latin as well as a major figure in analytical psychology she met jung in

1933 and worked with him from 1934 until his death in 1961 a founder of the c g jung institute in zurich she

published works on a wide range of subjects including dreams alchemy personality typology myths and most



famously fairy tales emmanuel kennedy xypolitas has assembled a commemorative volume in memory of dr marie

louise von franz comprised of fifty five essays poems and reminiscences it also gathers material documenting her life

and work including a biographical sketch and chronology eulogies birthday addresses personal impressions reactions

from the jungian community to the news of her death reviews and lists of her published work in english including

books articles and films this is an important volume for the many readers of jungian literature who have over the

years come to appreciate the depth of insight and compassion of dr marie louise von franz it is also an excellent

introduction for those who are new to this important pioneer of the jungian movement

The Search for Roots: C. G. Jung and the Tradition of Gnosis

2013-07-31

the publication in 2009 of c g jung s the red book liber novus has initiated a broad reassessment of jung s place in

cultural history among many revelations the visionary events recorded in the red book reveal the foundation of jung s

complex association with the western tradition of gnosis in the search for roots alfred ribi closely examines jung s life

long association with gnostic tradition dr ribi knows c g jung and his tradition from the ground up he began his

analytical training with marie louise von franz in 1963 and continued working closely with dr von franz for the next 30

years for over four decades he has been an analyst lecturer and examiner of the c g jung institute in zurich where

he also served as the director of studies but even more importantly early in his studies dr ribi noted jung s underlying

roots in gnostic tradition and he carefully followed those roots to their source alfred ribi is unique in the jungian

analytical community for the careful scholarship and intellectual rigor he has brought to the study gnosticism in the

search for roots ribi shows how a dialogue between jungian and gnostic studies can open new perspectives on the

experiential nature of gnosis both ancient and modern creative engagement with gnostic tradition broadens the

imaginative scope of modern depth psychology and adds an essential context for understanding the voice of the soul

emerging in our modern age a foreword by lance owens supplements this volume with a discussion of jung s

encounter with gnostic tradition while composing his red book liber novus dr owens delivers a fascinating and

historically well documented account of how gnostic mythology entered into jung s personal mythology in the red

book gnostic mythology thereafter became for jung a prototypical image of his individuation owens offers this

conclusion in 1916 jung had seemingly found the root of his myth and it was the myth of gnosis i see no evidence

that this ever changed over the next forty years he would proceed to construct an interpretive reading of the gnostic

tradition s occult course across the christian aeon in hermeticism alchemy kabbalah and christian mysticism in this

vast hermeneutic enterprise jung was building a bridge across time leading back to the foundation stone of classical

gnosticism the bridge that led forward toward a new and coming aeon was footed on the stone rejected by the



builders two thousand years ago alfred ribi s examination of jung s relationship with gnostic tradition comes at an

important time initially authored prior to the publication of jung s red book current release of this english edition offers

a bridge between the past and the forthcoming understanding of jung s gnostic roots

The Near-Death Experience

2013-06-17

the near death experience a reader is the most comprehensive collection of nde cases and interpretations ever

assembled this book encompasses a broad range of disciplines psychological researchers discuss cognitive models

and jungian theories of meaningful archetypal phenomena the biological perspectivedescribes how brains near death

may produce soothing endorphins optical illusions and convincing hallucinations philosophers present empirical

analyses and images in archetypal theories and the symbolic language of comparative phenomenological theories

christian jewish and mormon responses to ndes outline the religious perspective and the mystical and spiritual

interpretations of ndes are also explored

Turn of an Age: The Spiritual Roots of Jungian Psychology in Hermeticism,

Gnosticism and Alchemy

2019-08-20

in this book alfred ribi reaches back across two millennia gathering and engaging an extraordinary collection of

writings with authority and fluency ribi draws together the antique texts of hellenism gnosticism hermeticism and

alchemy and illustrates how these nurture the visionary work of c g jung into this tapestry alfred ribi weaves personal

insights gained over half a century of experience as an analytical psychologist he illuminates how the dreams and

visions of modern individuals intertwine with the tradition that jung indicated to be a spiritual antecedent of his

psychology this is the second volume of a two volume work the first volume the search for roots c g jung and the

tradition of gnosis was published in an english translation in 2013 that volume served as a general introduction to the

more detailed and multifaceted exposition presented in this second volume this volume is addressed to serious

students of hermeticism gnosticism and the works of c g jung it will richly reward those who give it their diligent

attention about the author alfred ribi was born in 1931 he studied medicine in zurich followed by specialization in

psychiatry and psychotherapy fmh in 1963 he began analysis with marie louise von franz a close associate of c g

jung and subsequently worked for many years as a colleague with dr von franz he is a diplomat of the c g jung

institute zurich where he has served as director of studies a teaching and control analyst and a lecturer and



examiner of the institute he is past president of both the foundation for jungian psychology and of the psychological

club in zurich the book was edited and includes a foreword by lance s owens it was translated into english by mark

kyburz

The Effective Protagonist in the Nineteenth-Century British Novel

2016-03-23

the effective protagonist in the nineteenth century british novel is an experiment in post jungian literary criticism and

methodology its primary aim is to challenge current views about the correlation between narrative structure gender

and the governing psychological dilemma in four nineteenth century british novels the overarching argument is that

the opening situation in a novel represents an implicit challenge facing not the obvious hero heroine but the

individual that terence dawson defines as the effective protagonist to illustrate his claim dawson pairs two sets of

novels with unexpectedly comparable dilemmas ivanhoe with the picture of dorian gray and wuthering heights with

silas marner in all four novels the effective protagonist is an apparently minor figure whose crucial function in the

ordering of the events has been overlooked rereading these well known texts in relation to hitherto neglected

characters uncovers startling new issues at their heart and demonstrates innovative ways of exploring both narrative

and literary tradition

Jung

2013-08-21

first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Prophets in Our Midst

2016-11-30

this book begins with a chapter about sri aurobindo and the prophetic nature of his opus magnum savitri using

references from carl jung i then examine jungs creation myth using comparative material form sri aurobindo and the

mother i end with a note on heart self centered transformation and one involving spiritual transfiguration i follow with

a discussion on the work of j r r tolkien from the perspective of the mythical psyche using comparative material from

jung i subsequently discuss jungs take on contemporary religion gnosticism and alchemy along with his encounter

with the east jung emphasizes the compensatory needs of the western psyche with prophetic declarations on the



psychological and spiritual transformations required for the new aeon i subsequently examine jean gebsers study on

the evolution of consciousness and the demand today to develop an integral structure of consciousness referring to

both jung and sri aurobindo and the mother

National Library of Medicine Current Catalog

1993-07

this book demonstrates in different ways that paranormal phenomena are of direct relevance to psychoanalysis and

that they frequently impinge directly on its clinical practice most obviously in the forms of telepathy and synchronicity

Library of Congress Catalogs

1976

this highly innovative work presents a piercing interpretation of the tarot in terms of jungian psychology through

analogies to the humanities mythology and the graphic arts the significance of the cards is related to personal

growth and what jung termed individuation the major arcana becomes a map of life and the hero s journey becomes

something that each individual can relate to one s personal life sallie nichols in her profound investigation of the tarot

has performed an immense service her book enriches and helps us to understand the awesome responsibilities laid

upon consciousness she has done this not in an arid fashion but derived from her own experience of the tarot and

its strangely translucent lights as a result her book not only lives but quickens life in whomever it touches laurens

van der post

Psychoanalysis and the Paranormal

2018-11-09

the exploration of the psyche in non ordinary states of consciousness provides access to powerful transformative

experiences that can lead us towards a more complete experience of being human the realization of a deeper

identity while also yielding extraordinary insights into the ultimate nature of reality in this book renn butler explains

how to use archetypal astrology as a guide to the transpersonal journey described by stanislav grof as the rosetta

stone of consciousness research archetypal astrology is based on a correspondence between planetary alignments

and archetypal patterns in human experience here by drawing on the work of grof and richard tarnas butler

systematically describes the archetypal themes and qualities associated with each of the major planetary



combinations studied in astrology and considers how these themes might manifest and be supported in deep

psychological self exploration based on thirty years of research pathways to wholeness is an indispensable reference

book for explorers of the inner worlds pathways to wholeness explores the intersection between grofian

transpersonal psychology and archetypal astrology describes the nature of the planetary archetypes in astrology

explores the archetypal meaning of all the main planetary combinations as applied to everyday life perinatal

psychology and transpersonal experience provides illuminating case studies and vignettes illustrated with mandala

drawings

Tarot and the Archetypal Journey

2019-05-01

as a doctor i make every effort to strengthen the belief in immortality especially with older patients when such

questions come threateningly close for seen in correct psychological perspective death is not an end but a goal and

life s inclination towards death begins as soon as the meridian is past c g jung commentary on the secret of the

golden flower here collected for the first time are jung s views on death and immortality his writings often coinciding

with the death of the most significant people in his life the book shows many of the major themes running throughout

the writings including the relativity of space and time surrounding death the link between transference and death and

the archetypes shared among the world s religions at the depths of the self the book includes selections from on

resurrection the soul and death concerning rebirth psychological commentary on the tibetan book of the dead from

the collected works letter to pastor pfafflin from letters and on life after death

Pathways to Wholeness

2019-06-06

introducing a new typology based on power eros matter and spirit as the motivations that define human attitudes and

behaviour the book outlines eight personality types based on the extraverted and introverted deployment of the four

drives and applies these typological categories to freud adler and jung

Catalog of the Kristine Mann Library of the Analytical Psychology Club of New

York, Inc

1978



the result of this confrontation kimball argues as a central tenet in her unique reading of ulysses is the gradual

development of a relationship between the two protagonists that parallels c g

Jung on Death and Immortality

2020-07-21

in this collection of diary entries made by british psychiatrist e a bennet during his visits with the swiss analyst c g

jung over a 15 year period bennet s colorfully spontaneous accounts reveal jung s down to earth personality and his

extraordinary mind at ease in his daily surroundings meetings with jung serves as an ideal introduction to jungian

psychology while providing a rare intimate perspective into jung s life and work for those already familiar with the

more scholarly literature

Archetype and Character

2012-07-25

includes entries for maps and atlases

Odyssey of the Psyche

1997

this book explores the nature of jung s understanding of modern art in particular his reception to the work of picasso

and his striking prejudice shown in his controversial essay of 1932 offering an important contribution towards

understanding jung s attitudes towards picasso and modern art the book addresses the impact that jung s

unwillingness to engage in a deeper exploration of modern artforms had on the development of his psychological

ideas it explores and uncovers the reasons for jung s derogatory view of picasso and abstract art more generally

revealing how jung was unable to remain objective due to his own complex and equally fascinating relationship with

art and the psychology of image making the book argues that modern art parallels jung s interests by embracing the

spirit of experimentation and using new imagery to challenge creative conceptions which makes jung s attitudes

towards modern art all the more surprising jung s reception of picasso and abstract art will be of great interest to

researchers academics and those interested in analytical psychology jungian studies art history and modernism

aesthetics and psychoanalysis



Meetings with Jung

1985

rereads jung in light of contemporary theoretical concerns and offers a variety of examples of post jungian literary

and cultural criticism

National Union Catalog

1980

post jungians today reflects the social cultural professional differences that exist in the jungian community worldwide

for anyone interested in the influence of jungian thought in today s world this is essential reading

Jung’s Reception of Picasso and Abstract Art

2022-03-31

this book offers accounts of scholarly interdisciplinary practices and perspectives that examine and discuss the

positive potential of attending to the voices and stories of those who live and work with illness in real world settings

Post-Jungian Criticism

2004-01-01

en trente cinq ans d existence final fantasy a su capturer l imagination d un public toujours plus large difficile

pourtant d en expliquer la raison l aventure du rpg japonais dont la saga de square enix est sans nul doute le plus

prestigieux ambassadeur a décidément quelque chose de particulier dans le monde du jeu vidéo et peut être même

dans celui de la fiction il n est pas nécessaire de se focaliser sur les nombreux emprunts à la mythologie ses dieux

et ses bestiaires pour voir en final fantasy une énième tentative d écrire le grand récit de l humanité au travers des

siècles nous n avons cessé de dépeindre l homme dans toute sa complexité en utilisant le récit comme la forme la

plus à même de transmettre les idées les plus subtiles final fantasy en faisant briller ces éléments et structures

universelles communes à bien des civilisations nous raconte encore une fois à quel point l existence elle même a

tout d une fantaisie que l imagination est un langage exprimant une vérité qui peut être nous dépasse mais dont l art

se fait le canevas À travers les travaux de carl gustav jung joseph campbell erich neumann mircea eliade ou encore

jordan peterson ce livre tâchera de faire émerger l essence de final fantasy qui est à certains égards un récit



mythologique moderne

Post-Jungians Today

1998

this collection of essays brings together papers written for and presented at the vi latin american congress of jungian

psychology held in florianopolis brazil in september 2012 the reader will find contributions by leading jungian analysts

in the continent from brazil uruguay and chile to venezuela and mexico the essays here share discussions on issues

pertinent to the social and cultural climate of different parts of latin america as well as the constantly challenging

questions of psychotherapy they present detailed psychological reflections on the specific theme chosen for the

meeting at that time friendship and its paradoxes fraternity conflicts tolerance and intolerance mutuality conjugal

relationships empathy sympathy self esteem and envy issues of psychotherapy mythological amplifications and

perspectives on the possibilities of dialogue between people and nations are among the wide range of topics

explored here as such this book will appeal to practitioners of psychotherapy psychologists and anthropologists as

well as the reader interested in how jungian psychology is currently meeting the difficult challenges of a changing

world

Voices of Illness: Negotiating Meaning and Identity

2019-03-27

National Library of Medicine Audiovisuals Catalog

1992

Le monde selon Final Fantasy

2022-12-15

Friendship and its Paradoxes

2017-05-11
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